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Hello.
We are Arcgate.
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Independence Day



I wish all Arcgatians a very Happy Independence Day 2019. We should be thankful to the brave 
freedom fighters who sacrificed their lives so we can enjoy freedom and peace in the largest 
democracy in the world. Lets celebrate this day and value our freedom.  Our country has made 
tremendous progress in the last decade. We Arcgatians should do our own part in helping our 
society become a better place for us and the future generations.  

Jai Hind.
Kunal Bagla
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EDIT   RIAL
Hey Everyone!

Best times are the times spent with Friends. Be it the first school friend 
or college buddies. We appreciate all the friendly banter and feeling 
of sharing caring between friends and colleague. The month of 
August is of the most happening month of the calendar. From 
friendships day to Janamastmi to celebrations of Independence day 
and Rakhi. 

This year was one of those special years when Mother Nature flaunted 
all the colors of the Flag. Starting with bright orange noting the heat 
of the summer, to clear blue skies and white clouds and finally 
blessing us all with rains when nearly everyone had given up hopes of 
a good monsoon. The beautiful rains made the whole landscape turn 
lush green and lakes starting to fill up. It was a sight to the sore eyes.

We at Arcgate also made the most of the month; we all celebrated 
Independence Day in the morning of August 15th with flag hoisting 
in the midst of pouring rains and an amazingly inspire speech by our 
Mentor and CEO Mr. Kunal Bagla. We renewed our vows to our 
beloved country to work for her betterment, treat all her subjects with 
equal love and respect. 

Our wonderful team of event organizer Mr. Rajesh Bhatia and Team 
made sure that we have the best of the times; they organized carrom 
tournament that was nail-biting till the end just like the cricket world 
cup the previous month. 

In addition to this, we would like to thank everyone for being 
awesome colleagues and share their memories and experiences with 
us. This newsletter is a testament to the efforts of everyone with skills 
coming together to present a snapshot of the month. 
Continue flipping….

Cheers! 
Arcgate Monthly Team
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ArcOnBoarders
We welcome all the new joinees!

Customer Service
Satavat Nisha Ganapatsinh, Shubhangi Waghmare

Mahipal Singh,  Mehul Jain, Pankaj Kumar, Rajmani Singh 
Rathore, Sagar Dave, Suhani Jain - Pawan

Lead Generation
Kajol Bayeti

Barkha Agicha, Bishal Singh Bhat, Deepansh Vig,  Kalpesh 
Lohar,  Mohit Bhatia, Pramod Singh, Satish Nainani, Vaibhav 
Upadhyay

Oil and Gas

Narayan Singh Chouhan

Real Estate

Bhavesh Upadhyay, Bhawana Sharma - Yogendra, Chandan 
Singh - Devi, Gaurav Babel, Jai Prakash, Jalaj Kumar Dave, 
Jyoti Sidana, Prathana Chouhan, Pravin Maheshvari, Satish 
Sahu, Sindhi Sonu Ibrahim, Swapnil Tiwari, Tanay Arya, Tani-
sha Ramani, Udai Singh Chouhan

RPO

Adtech



Spotlights
Milestones

Birth of the first child is something that father/mother can never forget, looking at the 

beautiful being in your hand, it feels so surreal that whatever you were trying to find 

or achieve in life for yourself, was only scratching the surface. 

Now you want to restart all over again and do everything right. This is the opportunity 

that allows you be a hero in all the right senses. This little being in your hand is 

responsible to teach you what true platonic love is. You want to be a part of every 

second of their life and be witness to the miracle of life. 

Arcgatian Milan witnessed one such miracle last year and to celebrate the first 

aniversary for the same, he threw an awesome Birthday Party for his son Neet. 

We wish him the best year ahead !
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Li'l Krishna's Janamashtmi

It is said that God resides in all of us. And specially within kids. Every kid that is laughing alone 
and smirking at nothing; legend says he/she is playing with the God. This month while we were 
compiling the list of most adorable Krishnas, we realized that the Krishna leela only meant to 
teach us that he does not need to be physically present in front of us. He is already is amongst us. 
He is our sons and daughters. No wonder even after fasting all day when one takes a glimpse of 
Krishna @12am, their stress just vanishes away. 
Now just relate the above scenario with any Kid that you know. No matter how stressed you are, 
just spent some time playing any silly game with a kid and it will make you feel close to the god 
and universe itself. The feeling was shared by Arcgate Fathers…. Himanshu, Hussain, Gautam 
and Shekhar. Have a look at the most adorable Krishnas of this year….

SPOTLIGHT
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ArcTravelogue

The Oberoi Mumbai stands tall at the southern tip of the city, a few steps 
away from the National Centre for Performing Arts (NCPA) and in the heart of 
Nariman Point, Mumbai's business district.

Its a testament to the world that no matter how many times you try hurt the 
spirit of India, You will be met with resounding defeat. We are bunch of 
stubborn people who create opportunity in any adversity, 

Taj was just a hotel and tourist attraction, now it is Pride of  India



Hussain Ali travelled to Mumbai and visited many key landmarks like 
Gateway of India, Nariman point, Taj hotel, Haji Ali Dargah. 

Named after Kamala Nehru, wife of Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru, 
Kamala Nehru Park is among the oldest 
children’s parks in Mumbai. It is popular for an 
interesting-shoe-like-structure, called the Old 
Woman’s Shoe that has been inspired from the 
nursery rhyme that reads as below:

“There was an old woman who lived in a shoe.
She had so many children, she didn’t know what to do;
She gave them some broth without any bread;
Then whipped them all soundly and put them to bed.”

The Oberoi Mumbai stands tall at the southern tip of the city, a few steps 
away from the National Centre for Performing Arts (NCPA) and in the heart of 
Nariman Point, Mumbai's business district.

Its a testament to the world that no matter how many times you try hurt the 
spirit of India, You will be met with resounding defeat. We are bunch of 
stubborn people who create opportunity in any adversity, 

Taj was just a hotel and tourist attraction, now it is Pride of  India



Funny  as  it  may  sound,  this  is  a  good  way to understand  that  we  as  humans  
are  bound  to  be  connected and co-habitate. A Temple where 2 of the most 

powerful hindu gods co-exist without any issue and though mutated, it is 
infamous for being called “Saas - Bahu Temple” (Mother-in-law and 

Daughter-in-law) legacy. The so called arch rivals in history books 
but co-existing in the same place with different faiths.

The temple of Lord Vishnu was constructed first, it was     named    Sahastrabahu Temple, 
meaning ‘the one having a thousand arms’, a synonym for Lord Vishnu. However, after-
wards, the twin temples were collectively called Sahastrabahu Temple. As time passed, 
the name got corrupted, and the temple became popular as Saas-Bahu Temple due to 
the reason of its origin. Apparently, the Saas temple is comparatively larger than the 
other shrine.

ARCTRAVELOGUE
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A Boys day out with friends like Naresh, Kaleem, Jitendra , Mayank, Praveen  Bhanwarlal and Deepak. Working in different 
teams and most enjoying the bachelor life. It was the first rains of the season and they decided to hop on their bikes and take 
tour surrounding udaipur. Starting from Kumbalgarh  to Parshuram ji.

- By Bhavesh Duggar



ARCTRAVELOGUE
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Sri Harimandir Sahib Amritsar,  also known 
as Darbar Sahib and popularly known as

The Golden Temple. Not many people are aware that the fifth 
Guru of Sikhism (Guru Arjan), requested Sai 
Mian Mir – a Muslim Pir of Lahore, to lay its 

foundation stone in 1589. 

The Harmandir Sahib is an 
open boat of worship for all 
men and women, from all 
walks of life and faith. Same for 
Guru Ram Das Langar, Food is 
served here to all visitors who 
want it. Featured in Mega 
Kitchens,  Vegetarian food is 
served and all people eat 
together as equals. Everyone 
sits on the floor in rows, which 
is called pangat. The meal is 
served by volunteers as part of 
their kar seva ethos. A True 
symbol of euality, the holy 
temple is known for its serene 
atmosphere. 

Thank you Shubham for the wonderful pictures and we hope 
that Kinjal and family felt blessed on their way to Vaish-
noidevi.
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An assortment of moments that 
were frozen on the Canvas. The 
team who went far and wide.... 

From Mumbai to Vaishnodevi..... all 
captured for us to view, appreciate 

and enjoy.....

ARCTRAVELOGUE
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ARCTRAVELOGUE



ARCTRAVELOGUE
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This time we waited for what seemed like the longest time to get drenched in the rains. Just to be 
washed of all the stress which we accumulated through the year. 
Not many are aware that Udaipur is one of the best geo location where the city transforms itself every 
season. But it is this rainy season that you truly know that she is having the time of her life. She is the 
most beautiful after the “Haryali Amvasya”. The city is true Oasis of the Rajasthan.
The Lakes are overflowing and there are no sore eyes in the crowd. Infact we can assure you that you will 
never find a better population so deeply connected to their natural resources. The shimmer in the eyes 
when slowly the lakes are being filled with amazing rains. We all get together at FS or Pichola lake; At 
Udai sagar or Sarup Sagar. 

R
i
c
h
a

Geetanjali



August started with Friendship’s Day as the first milestone…. Some really smart men emphasized that it 
is  your  friend  circle  that  defines  your social outlook. It is one of those rare bonds that are void of any 
jealousy and bias.  Our  friends  partner  with  us  in  each  and  every new endeavor; holding hands, 
guiding us and celebrating every small step we take towards success.
We have all found a few of such friends in every nook and corner of our lives. Arcgatians are not only 
some of the hardest working bunch, but they actually know how to party. They have cultivated strong 
bonds  with  their  colleagues.  Some  friendships  date  back  to  as  long  as 14 years and some are just 
beginning. We are proud to host such Arcgatians who love to have fun in and out of the workplace. Have 
a look for yourself……..

ARCTRAVELOGUE

We met in the interview
and have been thick
as thieves ever since.

Some Friendships are

bound to last....

Richa, Narbat, Shalini and Rajveer
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ArcShutterbug

This is the moment when we are about see the 
clouds landing on mountain tops...... 
Let there be Rains!!!!!

Nitin Thada

Ankit Mishra: An avid traveller, who wakes up very early in the 
morning to capture the beauty of Udaipur. On one such day, he 
was able to capture the sun peeking into our day. 
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Tousif Khan

Beauty of Udaipur and 
surroundings can never be 

categorised. It is infact in the 
eye of the beholder.

here are some amazing 
pictures which were captured 

by Arcagatian at the right 
moment whoch not only 

makes them an awesome 
capture, but

PICTURE PERFECT!!!!

K
a
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ArcPoet

by Pushpendra Soni

 by Himanshu Suthar
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Artoholic
 Sonam Jain



CARROM 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
2019 Strike It!!

20

Chak  De! Dilbagh 
The Carrom Champion
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Work Anniversary

Prakash Mali
Completed 14 Years

Ishneet Chawla
Completed 5 Years

Pratiksha Jain
Completed 5 Years

Arvind Suthar
Completed 14 Years

Purushottam Kumar Sinha
Completed 10 Years
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Best Practices for Recruiting the Talent – Fraud Prevention
Importance of staffing industry has grown to a great extent in recent times. It has provided a formal 
employment to more than six million youth of the nation. Because of the increasing demand for 
talented young adults, many market forces have started working proactively to match the evolving 
conditions. In past decades, industrial gurus questioned the capability of this sector to generate jobs 
and provide a formal employment to the educated unemployed people in the nation. But after 2014, a 
drastic change was seen in the staffing industry as well as in people’s perception in India, when the 
entire industry valued for �33,000 crore and showcased a growth rate of 15-20%. This grabbed the 
attention of central government making it a formal urbanization and financialization agenda to be 
pursued for long term. In the budget of 2019, government provided a viable option for the recruitment 
and staffing industry to develop an alternative mechanism so as to authenticate the associates, 
jobseekers and employees online.
This decision led towards identifying the loopholes and eradicating them at the initial level itself. 
Government increased the pressure to ensure that correct hiring is processed across all sectors and no 
job seekers are being harmed in the name of technological advancements. It was forecasted that 
sectors like finance, telecom, manufacturing, SMEs and insurance are ramping up with their hiring 
numbers. This at the same time gave rise to the need for authentic recruitment and staffing processes 
in order to protect the interests of parties, employees and employers.
Because of the rising requirements, digital platforms came majorly to use in staffing industry to hire 
desired candidates. More than 70% of the companies have found their suitable match just over social 
media. This clearly showcases the tilt towards modern employment techniques of job post as well as 
job search. Finding the right kind of talent is the ultimate aim of businesses around the world and 
strategies for talent acquisition have helped them in building a better future workforce.
However, there have been multiple concerns raised towards the effectiveness of these modern staffing 
processes. There are different scammers and spammers that are trying to corrupt the entire process of 
recruitment, ultimately harming the company as well as the job seekers.  They offer fake jobs, conduct 
telephonic interviews, send mass mails to potential candidates, access profiles from recruitment sites 
and contact people by posing themselves as job consultant, and even ask the jobseekers to deposit 
charges or processing fees via bank transfers. 

Overall it can be said that, scammers adopt 
multiple ways and approaches to find their prey. 
In fact, many scammers use big brand names to 
get jobseekers in their traps and gain false 
benefits out of them.  Such losses to the 
companies are not just financial, but 
reputational; declining the overall performance 
of the business in the market. The right pool of 
candidates who are actually looking for a legit 
job are contacted in a manner that looks fair and 
ultimately end up seeking some or 

ArcLibrary
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the other kind of monetary benefits out of them. Due to this, jobseekers started losing faith in the 
entire digital recruitment system and rather preferred traditional methods for employment. Though 
there have been multiple recruitment firms that have started addressing such scams ensuring the fact 
that a legit employer never asks or seeks payment of any kind from the candidates looking for a job. 
This is the most important piece of information that needs to be circulated amongst the 
jobseekers because such scammers not only ask for money, but also end up misusing their personal 
information if gained access to. Personal information can be anything ranging from ID proofs, Social 
Security numbers to bank account details. The easiest platform for fraudsters to gain access to candi-
date’s personal information is social media. Thus, it becomes responsibility for all the recruitment and 
staffing businesses to educate people about not sharing any personal information to any person over 
least trusted platforms. If they find out any unauthorized person/ company asking for such informa-
tion, then they should immediately report to state attorney’s offices, whichever falls under their juris-
dictions.
On top of all precautionary measures taken by job seekers on their part, it is equally important for 
recruiting firms to secure their platforms. Validate only those companies that add genuine informa-
tion about their businesses on their websites. Though, there can be multiple scammers who can find 
out ways to crack in their pages but there are always ways to figure out the red flags. Scammers may 
come up with fake emails using free domains, putting in fake syntax, poorly mentioned contact 
details and many more. The most identifiable scams is when recruiters offer 70-80% higher salary or 
offering increments. It is thus the responsibility not only of the job seekers to keep an eye on them, 
but equally the responsibility of recruiting firms to educate jobseekers as well as implement the same 
within their quality processes.
India has as many as 65 industries operating currently and many are in the process of growth based 
on spreads in new sectors. Education and employability is now hand in hand, which has opened up 
the doors for numerous opportunities. At the same time, there are threats challenging business 
reforms and amendments. All the given recruitment processes have refined with the changing busi-
ness concepts. But by using effective and market leading hiring solutions, business innovators can 
now find the right resources and offer them real jobs. The main takeaway from this article is that 
companies today need to coach themselves as the market leader and innovators in order to detect 
fraudulent practices. If they have ideas, put them all on paper rather than getting paralyzed by all of 
them. Find out what is needed the most to support their bigger idea to make it a success. Use such 
ideas to block the fraud and automate staffing and recruitment activities so that quality candidates 
can be pulled in and at the same time efficiency of the entire hiring process is improved.
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The difference between React and Respond.

To better understand the difference between react and respond I would like to share a story:

Once there was a lady who visited a restaurant to have a pizza. Having reached at the restaurant she 
ordered for a pizza. While she was waiting for her order, a cockroach came on her shoulder. She 
started shouting and crying. Then she removed the cockroach hastily from her shoulder. That 
cockroach jumped on another lady’s shoulder who was sitting near by her table. The second lady also 
reacted the same way as the first lady did. Now the cockroach jumped on the waiter’s shoulder. But, he 
did not react and did not cry and shout as well. He just calmly removed the cockroach.

The problem was the same in 
front of all of them but both ladies 
reacted and the waiter 
responded.

So whenever you face any 
problem, “Respond” rather than 
reacting.

ArcLibrary
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ArcLibrary
Amazon Rainforest wildfire and its consequences

The  Amazon  basin - home  to  about  three  million  species  of  plants  and  animals,  is crucial to 
regulating global warming, with its forests absorbing millions of tons of carbon every year. 
Billions of leaves in the Amazon rainforest take in carbon dioxide – a gas which contributes to 
global warming. Everyone on the planet benefits from the health of the Amazon. As its trees take 
in carbon dioxide and release oxygen, the Amazon plays a huge role in pulling planet-warming 
greenhouse gases out of the atmosphere. Without it, climate change will speed up. The rainforest 
produces about a fifth of the total oxygen needed for life on earth.
The Amazon rainforest this year saw an unusual surge in the number of wildfires igniting in the 
Amazon rainforest and other parts of the Amazon ecosystem spanning Brazil, Bolivia, Paraguay, 
and Peru. There have been more than 80,000 fires so far this year, the most ever recorded by the 
country’s National Institute for Space Research (INPE). It’s a nearly 80 percent jump! Fires 
normally occur around the dry season, as slash-and-burn methods are used to clear the forest to 
make way  for  agriculture,  livestock,  logging,  and  mining,  leading  to  deforestation  of the 
Amazon rainforest.   Such   activities   are   usually   illegal   within   these   nations,   but   
enforcement   of environmental protection has generally been not very strict. The increased rates 
of fire counts in 2019 led to international concern about the fate of the Amazon rainforest, which 
is the world's largest carbon dioxide sink and plays a significant role in global climate change. 
The recent increase in the number of fires in the Amazon is directly related to intentional 
deforestation and not  the  result  of  an  extremely  dry  season,  according  to  the Amazon 
Environmental Research Institute (IPAM). IPAM's director Ane Alencar said fires were often used 
as a way of clearing land for cattle ranches after deforestation operations. The fire is emitting 
large amount of smoke and carbon.  Plumes  of  smoke  from  the  fires  have  spread  across  the  
Amazon region and beyond. NASA's  AIRS  (Atmospheric  Infrared  Sounder  Satellite)  published  
maps  of  increased  carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide resulting from Brazil's wildfire. These 
maps were published on August 22nd.  On  the  same  day,  the  European  Union's  Copernicus   
Climate   Change  Service reported a discernible spike in emissions of carbon monoxide and 
carbon dioxide generated by the fire. There’s growing concern that there could be long-term and 
irreversible environmental consequences.
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August Birthday Celebrations

We at arcgate love to have some fun every now then. One such time and tradition is the Cele-
bration of Birthday...... Month of August came with 155 Arcgatian Birthdays across different 
teams and departments. 
We made sure that we get together once a week with all the Birthday people and have a little 
fun with them. A little musical Chairs to remind us all that there is still a child at heart of all of us 
and make sure that we all stand up every few hours from the chair so that we are sorted clinical-
ly aswell. 
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As a world wide tradition, we also love to eat cakes and stuff snacks with our collegues after 
some games..... Our CEO Mr. Kunal Bagla has been gracious enough to join us every time for 
the occasion and we cannot thank him enough to take some time out from his busy schedule 
and spend some time with us. 

In the end, we would like to Wish all the August born Arcgatians a fantastic year ahead! Have a 
Blast!

Regards,
Arcgate - Newsletter Team
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Thank you for giving your time to this newsletter. If you want to be part of next month’s 
newsletter, please send your entries to monthly@arcgate.com, and feel free to write few 
lines describing your entry. We also welcome your valuable suggestions!


